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Takeaway: We need more systems for which we can do asteroseismology!
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- Non-seismic hosts
- Known Kepler seismic hosts
- New Kepler seismic hosts
KOI 4: *Kepler’s First Planet*
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Chontos+ 2019a
KOI 4: *Kepler’s* First Planet

**Chontos+ 2019a**

- **a) Primary**
  - Transit depth vs. time from mid-transit (hours).
  - Data points and model fit showing a clear transit signal.

- **b) Secondary**
  - Transit depth vs. time from mid-transit (hours).
  - Data points and model fit showing a smaller transit signal.

- **c)** Fractional change in flux (ppm) over phase (days).
  - Data points and model fit showing stability.

- **d)** Velocity vs. phase (days).
  - Data points and model fit showing orbital motion.
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Despite being the 1st candidate planet discovered by the @NASAKepler telescope, Kepler-1658b had a rocky road to confirmation. 10 years later, scientists have now confirmed that it is, in fact, a planet. It whips around its star every 3.85 days. Info: go.nasa.gov/2TvTbKh
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- K2-93
- K2-99
- K2-196
- K2-236
- + some interesting candidates
TESS
For planets orbiting TESS asteroseismic giants
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A HOT SATURN ORBITING AN OSCILLATING LATE SUBGIANT DISCOVERED BY TESS
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Huber, Chaplin, Chontos+ 2019

\[ \log g = 3.584 \pm 0.010 \text{ cgs} \]
\[ R_* = 2.943 \pm 0.064 \text{ R}_\odot \]
\[ M_* = 1.212 \pm 0.074 \text{ M}_\odot \]
\[ t = 4.9 \pm 1.1 \text{ Gyr} \]
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\[ \sigma_{\rho_p}/\rho_p = 14.8\% \]
TOI 197: First TESS Seismic Host

\[ \frac{\sigma_{P_p}}{\rho_p} < 50\% \]

\[ \frac{\sigma_{P_p}}{\rho_p} = 14.8\% \]
TOI 197: First TESS Seismic Host

Typical asteroseismic systems we expect to find with TESS

\[
\frac{\sigma_{p_p}}{\rho_p} < 50\%
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_{p_p}}{\rho_p} = 14.8\%
\]
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Typical asteroseismic systems we expect to find with TESS

Sub-Saturn to Saturn/Jupiter Transition

\[ \sigma_{\rho_p}/\rho_p < 50\% \]
77 known asteroseismic hosts (114 known planets)
+ = 26 new asteroseismic hosts (34 new planets)
+ = many more to come!
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Kepler Planet Radius Uncertainties
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![Graph showing PDF (%) against \( \sigma_{R_p}/R_p \)]
Kepler Planet Radius Uncertainties

The diagram shows the distribution of planet radius uncertainties as a function of $\sigma_{R_p}/R_p$. The different lines represent data from Kepler/K2, CKS, and Gaia, with distinct colors for each dataset. The x-axis represents the ratio of the planet's radius uncertainty to its observed radius, while the y-axis represents the probability density function (PDF) in percentage.
Kepler Planet Radius Uncertainties
Kepler Planet Radius Uncertainties

We need more accurate and precise planet radii and ages to discern theories of planet formation and migration!
K2-93: A Benchmark K2 System

Lund, Knudstrup, Silva Aguirre, Basu, Chontos+ 2019 (submitted)
K2-93: A Benchmark K2 System

Lund, Knudstrup, Silva Aguirre, Basu, Chontos+ 2019 (submitted)
K2-93: A Benchmark K2 System

Age = 2.07 ± 0.32 Gyr

Lund, Knudstrup, Silva Aguirre, Basu, Chontos+ 2019 (submitted)
TOI 257: New TESS Seismic Host

\( \nu_{\text{max}} \sim 900 \ \mu\text{Hz} \ (3346) \)

\( R_\star \sim 2 \ R_\odot \)

\( R_p \sim 8 \ R_E \)
TOI 257: New TESS Seismic Host

![Graph showing power density vs frequency for different filter settings. The graph displays two plots: one for power density in $(ppm^2/\mu Hz)$ on a logarithmic scale, and another with the same scale in $ppm^2/\mu Hz$. The plots compare power density with and without filters at 1.0 $\mu$Hz and 2.5 $\mu$Hz. Additional data points indicate ACF and $\Delta \nu$.](image)
Solar-like Oscillators

![Graph showing white noise vs TESS magnitude with observed, definite detection, and possible detection markers.]
Solar-like Oscillators

![Graph showing white noise and detection fraction vs. TESS magnitude.

On the y-axis:
- White noise in a log scale ranging from $10^1$ to $10^5$.

On the x-axis:
- TESS magnitude ranging from 4 to 10.

Legend:
- Observed data points (gray).
- Definite detection (red).
- Possible detection (blue).

Below the graph:
- Detection fraction with $P_{det \_vary} > 0.99$.